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COOPERATIVE PHENOMENA IN CONDENSED MATTER

(Pamporovo, Bulgaria, 24th February { 4th Marh 2001)

The Workshop will be devoted to quantum phases and phase transitions.

Aims: exhange of experiene, reent ideas and new results; initiating joint projets; teahing of stu-

dents and young sientists; promotion of new investigations; publiation of a series of Leture Books of

high quality as well as Proeedings of Short Communiations. The aent is on the theory, but important

experimental development and interrelationship between theory and experiment will be also onsidered.

Sope: Quantum Fluids and Crystals, Superondutivity, Magnetism, strong eletron orrelations,

quantum Hall e�et, Films and Surfae; phenomenology, statistial models, quantum �eld methods; ther-

mal, magneti, neutron sattering and other relevant experimental tehniques.

Publiations:

1. 9� 11 two{hour invited Letures (Ls) will be published in a speial volume by Plenum Press (New

York{London).

2. 40� 60 seleted Poster Reports and Short Talks (15 min plus 5 min questions) will be published as

Short Communiations (SCs) in Journal of Phys. Studies (JPS) [Lviv℄.

3. A Booklet ontaining a omprehensive desription of the Programme of the 2nd WW, the Pamporovo

ski resort failities (skiing, other sports, entertainments), the list of partiipants with their addresses, as

well as the text of all Abstrats of Ls and SCs will be distributed among the partiipants together with

other helpful materials. Abstrats whih are not submitted eletronially or do not meet our requirements

will not be published in the Booklet. An example of a Latex2e Abstrat for WW (less than 120 words) is

given below. The aeptane of the abstrat and the WW (Leture, short talk or poster) report does not

guarantee the aeptane of the orresponding SC or L for a publiation.

All texts of Ls and SCs should be presented in an almost �nal form (2 hard opies together with the

2eLaTeX �le) on the arrival at WW. The SCs will be referred by experts (Leturers and Members of the

Advisory Board). Corretions of SCs and Ls as a result of disussions at the 2nd WW will be possible

within Marh 2001. The �nal variants of SCs and Ls should be resubmitted eletronially to the Editors

before 1st April 2001. After this deadline papers will not be aepted. In speial ases the Editors of the

JPS and Plenum issues may ask for the submission of hard opies of seleted papers, too. The �nal edition

of all publiations should end in May 2001. The Plenum and JPS issues will appear before the end of

2001.

Publiations of SCs will be aepted only after been reported and referred at WW. In extraordinary

ases (an impossibility to be presented for a sudden reason whih has arisen just before the meeting) a

Leture might be allowed for a publiation without an oral presentation at the meeting.

Manusripts of SCs: Texts of SCs should meet the requirements of JPS. The length of the paper

should not exeed 10 pages, as desribed in the JPS rules for ontributors. In partiular ases longer papers

will be allowed; for example, see the SC Proeedings of the 1st WW (J. Phys. Studies 2(1998) No.2.). The

SCs should be based entirely on original results, unpublished previously elsewhere. The authors of SCs

will reeive thirty opies free of harge (additional opies an be ordered at nominal prie diretly from

JPS).

The manusripts of Ls: The text of Ls (apart from title page, abstrat, �gs., �g. aptions, Referenes)

should be in the limits 20� 50 pages ([12pt℄, textwidth 15.5m, textheight 24m, baselinestreth f1:2g).

The number of �gures should not exeed 25. Longer Ls should be stipulated with the Chairman. Every

Leturer will be supplied with omprehensive instrutions and 2eLaTeX format of Plenum Publishers

just after aepting the Letureship. Every leture should be a status report of essential ahievements in

a onrete relevant (not too large) �eld of researh during the last 5 � 20 years. The Ls are supposed

to be instrutive and lear for post{graduate students and non{experts; a good guide for the level of

presentation of the Ls are review artiles like those in Adv. Phys.,
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Rep. Progr. Phys., Rev. Mod. Phys., Sov. Phys. { Uspehi, as well as in the issue of Ls given at the

1st WW: D. V. Shopova and D. I. Uzunov (eds.), Correlations, Coherene, and Order (Kluwer Aa-

demi/Plenum Publishers, New York{London, 1999). The Leturers must inlude enough explanatory

material so as to introdue the young sientists in the theoretial and/or experimental tehniques. More-

over, it will be very onvenient, if the Ls reveal ertain researh details and puzzles whih usually remain

hidden for students and sientists with a relatively little experiene. The Ls should inlude an instru-

tive introdution, detailed explanation of tehniques and reent results as well as some new unpublished

matter. They should be of interest to a wide range of readers: last year students, post{graduate students,

and experts. Although the aent of the WW series is on the theory, a few purely experimental Letures

will be admitted, as well as experimental Letures, where the interrelations with the theoretial desrip-

tion is omprehensively onsidered. The Ls or essential part of them should not be previously published

elsewhere.

NB: All leturers are kindly invited to prepare the text of their letures for the Plenum issue but this

is not a steady ondition for a letureship at the WW series. The Organizers are onstrained to hoose

among those leturers who will de�nitely write their letures aording to the WW requirements and will

be free of registration fee payment or to those of them who are ready to pay the redued registration fee

de�ned below and prefer to avoid the leture publiation, although these rules are not absolutely rigid.

The 60 % disount prie (USD 60) of the book of Ls \Quantum Phases and Phase Transitions" is

inluded in the registration fee. The same disount prie will be available for orders up to the end of

Marh 2001 made by non-partiipants, libraries, et. (payment at the bank aount of the WW or heques

at the address of WW). Every prinipal Leturer (one per leture) will reeive a opy of the Plenum issue

free of harge.

International Advisory Board: V. L. Aksenov (Dubna), N. N. Bogoliubov (Mosow), R. Folk (Linz), I.

A. Fomin (Mosow), P. Fulde (Dresden), V. L. Ginzburg (Mosow), B. I. Halperin (Boston), Yu. Holovath

(Lviv), K. Katsumata (Tokyo), H. Lauter (Grenoble), K. N. Mihel (Antwerpen), S. K. Nemirovskii

(Novosibirsk), M. Piaentini (Rome), L. P. Pitaevskii (Haifa{Trento{Mosow), N. M. Plakida (Dubna),

A. Rigamonti (Pavia), A. M. J. Shakel (Berlin), M. Suzuki (Tokyo), I. O. Vakarhuk (Lviv).

Leturers (all on�rmed exept pointed by � - to be on�rmed before 30 Sept 2000): C. Di Cas-

tro (La Sapienza, Rome): Superondutivity Theory Problems (to be spei�ed);

�

B. I. Halperin (Har-

vard Univ, Boston): Leture title to be spei�ed; I. Herbut (Simon Fraser Univ, Burnaby, BC-Canada):

Superondutor{Insulator Quantum Phase Transition; Th. Herrmannsd�orfer (Bayreuth), and F. Pobell

(Drezden): How Nulear Magnetism Impairs Superondutivity; Yu. L. Klimontovih (Mosow State Univ,

Mosow): Superondutivity { not fading eletrial urrent in dissipative medium; L. P. Mezhov{Deglin

(ISSP of RAS, Chernogolovka): Irreversible watergel formation in Superuid He-II; S. K. Nemirovskii (ITP

of RAS, Novosibirsk): Chaoti Vorties in Superuid Turbulent He II; F. S. Nogueira (Eole Polyteh-

nique, Palaiseau): Critial Crossovers in Superondutors;

�

L. P. Pitaevskii (Tehnion-Haifa, Kapitza RAS

- Mosow): BEC Theory Problems;N.M. Plakida (JINR, Dubna): Mirosopi Theory of Superondutiv-

ity; J. Ranninger (CNRS, Grenoble): Normal State Properties of High-Temperature Superondutors; B.

N. Shalaev (Io�e Institute, St. Petersburg): Leture title to be spei�ed; A. I. Sokolov (Eletromehanial

Univ, St. Petersburg): Leture title to be spei�ed; E. B. Sonin (Helsinki Univ and Jerusalem Hebrew

Univ): Colletive modes in layered superondutors; Z. Tesanovi (Johns Hopkins Univ, Baltimore): Le-

ture title to be spei�ed in the �eld of superondutivity theory;

�

M. Tsubota (City Univ, Osaka): Leture

title to be spei�ed; I. O. Vakarhuk (I. Franko Univ, Lviv): One more about the ��transition;

�

D.

Vollhardt (Augsburg Univ, Augsburg): Strongly Interating Fermions Theory (to be spei�ed).

Organizers: Austrian Institute for East and South{East Europe; Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes;

Ivan Franko National University of Lviv; Joint Institute for Nulear Researh (Dubna).

Organizing Committee: (to be ompleted) D. I. Uzunov (Chairman), Yu. Holovath, I. P. Takov, S. S.

Savova, D. V. Shopova, A. Zahariev.

Registration Fee and Payment: The registration fee is USD 550 [or equivalent in DM and BGL(

Bulgarian lev)℄ and inludes: full lodging, breakfast, lunh, dinner, welome party, banquet, transportation

in Bulgaria, full set of WWmaterials, the PlenumLs book.Members of the Advisory Board, Aompanying

persons, under{ and post{graduate students, and young researhers with PhD (under 33 years of age) with

a letter of reommendation { USD 450 (redued reg. fee). These nominal registration fees are paid in ash

at arrival (on 25th February 2001). Limited ases of an additional partial redution of the registration fee

will be permitted for young sientists (age up to 33) and experts from ountries with extreme diÆulties

in funding siene. If the e�orts of �nding more sponsors beome suessful, the partiipation of seleted

students will be free of harge. This opportunity should be stipulated diretly with the Organizers from

1st Otober 2000 to 10th Deember 2000.
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The 15 % of the regular and redued registration fees will be reimbursed during the WW if paid in

advane before 1st Deember, 2000. The advaned submission of the registration fee is enouraged via

Bank Drafts to: Aount 310 013 2310, SWIFT BNBGBGSF, Bulgarian National Bank (BNB), Central

OÆe, BG{1000 So�a, Bulgaria (It is important to note the purpose, i.e., 2nd WW 2001 registration fee).

[Cheques may be sent to: Finanial Administration OÆe, G. Nadjakov Institute of Solid State Physis,

Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes, BG{1784 So�a, Bulgaria.℄ Please, inform the Organizers (Email, Fax with

the bank transfer doument) just after the advaned submission of the registration fee has been made. The

85% of registration fees paid in advane will be reimbursed within 15th Marh 2001 to whose olleagues

who have not been able to visit the WW for a sudden reason.

Shedule: The 2{hour (2 � 40 and 10 min for questions) Ls will be given as follows: 8:50 { 10:20

and 17:15 { 18:45 every day; Posters, minitalks and Round Table disussions of the Ls: 20:15 { 21:30.

Breakfast: 7:30 { 8:40, Lunh: 12:00 { 14:00, Dinner: 19:00 { 20:00. For those partiipants (e.g. skiers)

who will be absent from Villa Orlitza during the Lunh time sandwihes will be supplied. 24th Feb 2001

is the day for a registration (15 : 00� 19 : 00), dinner (19:00 { 20:30). Registrations will be made during

the WW for those olleagues who wish to visit WW for seleted days. Departure { Morning, 4th Marh

2001. Working days { 25th February { 3rd Marh 2001. Welome party { 25th Feb, 21:00. Banquet: 3rd

Marh 2001.

Skiing, Exursions, Failities: Pamporovo is in the heart of the Rhodopes range of mountains (South

Bulgaria, near the Greek border). It is the internationally reognized best Bulgarian Ski Resort with

many hotels, restaurants, ski{lifts, several ski traks (for beginners, amateurs, and professional skiers),

night lubs, national pubs, o�ee bars, disotheques, swimming pools, saunas, rent a ar, �tness entres,

et. failities.

One may enjoy skiing, sun bathes, and walks in the beautiful Rhodopes. Ski and ski shoes will be

provided for foreign partiipants at regular pries for tourists. Everybody may enjoy skiing, walks, sun

bathes, sight{seeing, visiting shops within the daily time 10:50 { 17:00 whih is free from any sienti�

ativity. The temperatures in the period of WW may vary from +10

0

C (midday) to �10

0

C (at night and

early morning).

Villa Orlitza (Counil of Ministers Residene) is one of the most omfortable, elegantly furnished

plaes in the entral, but very quite part of the large Ski Resort of Pamporovo. It is very near to the best

ski lifts (about 200 m). The most interesting entertainment plaes are loated at distanes no more than

1000 meters from Villa Orlitza

Exursions by bus will be organized at an eonomi prie (about USD 10 per person) for those parti-

ipants who are interested in the original arhiteture style of the nearly situated (10 � 20 km) old towns,

museums, hurhes. An exeptionally interesting exursion will be organized (in ase of interest) to the

old and very famous Bathkovo Monastery { a plae of Art and a great signi�ane for the Bulgarian

history (55 km from Pamporovo, approximately USD 25, inluding a professional guidane and a lunh

in a national restaurant). In the way bak to So�a, the partiipants using our speial bus will have the

opportunity to visit for two hours the entre of the seond signi�ant Bulgarian ity { the 7000 years old

ity of Plovdiv (600 000 itizens).

Arrival, Transport: Although the Resort Pamporovo (about 220 km from So�a) an be easily reahed

from So�a Airport and So�a Central Railway Station (diret buses to Pamporovo are available from

the So�a C.R.Station several times per day), a speial transportation from So�a to Pamporovo will be

also provided on 24th February 2001 (about 15:00) free of harge for the foreign partiipants. The way

bak is organized in the same way. One day lodging an be ensured in a entral and ommuniative

plae (the Aademy Hotel) in So�a at extremely low prie (less than 20 USD inl. breakfast) for those

foreign partiipants whose ight shedules require spending one or two nights in So�a. This faility will be

available for the departure too. The same Aademy Hotel an be onveniently used also in ases, in whih

the partiipation at WW is ombined with a visit of ertain Departments of the Bulgarian Aademy of

Sienes or Universities in So�a. Please, feel yourself free to use this faility by informing the Organizers

10� 15 days before arrival about your needs.

Deadlines: For reeiving registration forms { 31st Deember 2000, but the interested olleagues are

invited to send us this form (see below) in their earliest onveniene. Anyone sending the registration

form is inluded in the list for a further ommuniation (irular information, update version of this

Annouement). For reeiving abstrats and registration forms { 31st Deember 2000. For presenting

LaTeX �les and hard opies of almost{�nal variants of Ls and SCs { 25th February 2001.

Inquiries for a redution of the Registration Fee are to be made before the end of 2000. Other deadlines

are mentioned above. All deadlines are rigid, in partiular, those related to submission of papers, abstrats,

reservations.
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Formal letters of invitation will be sent if required before 1st Deember 2000.

Correspondene, Further Information: D. I. Uzunov, CPCM Laboratory, G. Nadjakov Institute of

Solid State Physis, Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes, BG{1784 So�a, Bulgaria. Tel: +359{2{7144708

and/or +359{2{7144737; Telex 24 368 ISSPH BG; Fax +359{2{9753632. <uzun�issp.bas.bg>, Web site:

http://www.issp.bas.bg. The Email ommuniation is enouraged.

In ase of interest please �ll and send by Email the following Registration Form:

2nd WW CPCM PA 2001

Registration form

1) Names

(Capital letters, starting with the Family name, First Name, initial letters of other names if available)

2)Sienti� degree (MS, PhD, Dr.S.), Aademy Membership (e.g., MRS, Member or Corresponding Member of RAS)

3) Present status

(post-graduate, post-dotoral, ..., Professor, Head of group, Diretor of Lab, Inst., et).

4) Full postal address, tel, fax, email, homepage (if available)

5) Sex

6) Proposal(s) for (i) Leture or (ii) SC report (oral or poster ?) (TITLE of possible report if available at this

stage).

Note: Partiipations without reports are also very welome.

7) Eventual o{authorship (o{authors, names).

(Note: If a o{worker intends to visit the 2ndWW too, he must �ll his own registration form.)

8) Aompanying persons (number and whether you will share a hotel room with them)

9) Way of payment of the registration fee (in advane or at arrival)

10) Preferred way of further ommuniations (Email, if possible).

11) Please, point out whether you need a letter of invitation in order to arrange your trip.

WWAbstrat Format: Please, use the same or equivalent Latex2e ommands and design. The underlined author

name (only in ase of two or more authors) indiates the author who will present the paper. As shown by the example,

please, indiate whether the report is intended to be a Poster, Mini Talk, or Leture.

Poster

Energy of Chaoti Vortex Loop in Superuid Turbulent He II

Sergey K. Nemirovskii

�;y

, and Valerii A.Lushnikov

a

�

Institute of Thermophysis, Prospet Lavrentyeva 1, 6300090 Novosibirsk, Russia

<nemir�itp.ns.ru>

y

Permanent address: x x x x x ..........x x x x x

<eeee�eeeeeeeee>

a

y y y y y .............y y y y y

<eeee�eeeeeeeee>

It is widely appreiated that in the ounterowing HeII the quantum vorties appear as a set of highly disordered

vortex �laments or a vortex tangle (VT) (see, e.g.[1℄). In this work we alulate a kineti energy E assoiated with

haoti vortex �laments. This quantity is de�ned as an average of the lassial one taken over stohasti vortex

loops distribution. To perform an averaging proedure we use the Gaussian model of the haoti vortex tangle

elaborated earlier [2℄. The alulation shows that the energy is shematially omposed of several ontributions.

Besides of the loal ontribution usually used in many appliations, the quantity E inludes additional terms due

to long-range interation. Though they are logarithmially small, they are responsible for a number of new e�ets.

For instane they desribe longitudinal elastiity, whih an give some new wave mode, 3D analog of the Tkahenko

waves. Besides there is an additional ontribution of order of the loal one. It appears from aidental self-rossing

of remote (along the line) parts of the vortex �lament and is onneted to the fratal struture of the vortex loop.

Referenes:

[1℄ S. K. Nemirovskii, and W. Fiszdon, Rev. Mod. Phys. 67 (1995) 37.

[2℄ S. K. Nemirovskii, to appear in Phys. Rev. B1 (1998).
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